
Superfluous Redundancy

A particularly debilitating aspect of a modern-day educational accountability was its 
ability to not just once, but repeatedly, produce a prolonged and extraordinary confusion.  The 
suddenly intense, NCLB-ordered under-the-magnifying-glass focus upon low-income, low-
scoring schools had, in fact, actively encouraged districts to cooperate intimately with vacuum-
cleaner-like consulting firms.  

Organizations which, once hired?
Instigated innovation after innovation, even as they inhaled truly enormous sums of a 

reform-triggered money.  Little attention was given to the actual state of affairs inside deficit-
labeled schools when a massive funding – money offered insistently to anyone willing to order 
up a cyclically chaotic change inside lowest-income, politically weakest buildings – controlled 
the floor.  

If, suddenly, one reformer decided that children learn best when daily presented with 
content, language, reading and writing objectives?

Almost immediately an additional innovator argued that good teachers must additionally 
post, review and discuss each day’s visibly available lesson plan agenda.

Although the analysis of multiple objectives and a daily lesson agenda was time 
consuming, and, since one mirrored the other, redundant – watching precious instructional 
minutes pass, educators complied, only to discover that yet another reformer was demanding 
that, each day, teachers allot time for a discussion of their lesson expectations as they related to 
prominently posted state standards.  

Unaware, presumably?
That the point of creating objectives for each lesson had been to reiterate the particulars 

found inside standards’ expectations.  
What had already become redundant...
Now became superfluously redundant.

	
 Dog-piling onto the innovation heap, an additional reformer suddenly stipulated that, 
upon entering a classroom, students must have visual access to daily lesson expectations in the 
form of objective-based warm-ups.  And, another innovator decisively contended, each day’s key 
vocabulary must not only be made predominantly available, but painstakingly reviewed at the 
onset of each lesson.  Not to be left out, yet another expert jumped up to command an academic 
closure; each and every day?  Teachers must make time to review their most important lesson 
points (remembering, absolutely and always, to hand out and collect those now ubiquitously 
ordered exit slips at the end of an ever-shrinking fifty-minute hour).*
	
 So, well.
	
 How about just for kicks?
	
 How about we follow along with this particular set of silver-bullet solutions driven into 
schools by self-promoting “experts” – mandates most easily pushed onto those lowest-of-school-
score-identified-lowest bad teachers: Those never-endingly tested, and thus especially offensive, 
instructors of literacy.  How about we tag along and observe how a good Language Arts lesson 
might go.
	
 Entering a classroom and taking a seat, you look to the board.  Reading through daily-
posted warm-up directives, you start and complete expectations.  When you have finished, you 
sit quietly and wait until everyone appears to have completed their work.  And then, when 
everyone appears ready for instruction? 



You, your teacher, and your peers can move along and look to, read aloud and reflect 
upon the multiple lesson objectives made available to you for the intentional delineation of the 
exact purposes connected to each carefully differentiated academic feature planned in today’s 
lesson. 

After you have taken enough time; once everyone in the room appears to have carefully 
dissected and fully understood each of these various goals: together you, your teacher, and your 
peers can move on to now review and analyze each distinct element found inside today’s 
objectives as it relates to the step-by-step, plainly-posted lesson plan agenda.  Everyone might 
now determine this day’s academic goals by taking the time to recognize how, during the course 
of this day’s lesson, each of these goals will be specifically and intentionally addressed. 
	
 When the examination into the day’s agenda concludes; once everyone appears to be 
fully on board, illustrating an understanding of both the day’s objectives and the logical 
connections located inside your visibly-posted lesson plan itinerary?  
	
 Stepping right along, you, your teacher, and your classmates might now progress to a 
thorough discussion of the analytical expectations found inside your classroom’s openly 
displayed state standards; with great care, you, your teacher and your classmates can carefully 
deliberate the numerous associations which will link today’s lesson to the particulars found 
inside your state standards’ requirements.
	
 Then, finally; as your detailed standards’ review concludes; once everyone has shown a 
basic comprehension of how the multiple objectives, lesson plan agenda, and posted standards’ 
expectations connect to this day’s academic purposes?
	
 Together everyone might now move along to an intentional review of your prominently 
listed key vocabulary.  With necessary care, words particular to this day’s lesson might now be 
fully and purposefuly deliberated. 

Whew.  
At this point?  
Well, at this point, with any luck your teacher will look at the clock, and see that, due to 

the fact that there are so few minutes left in the hour?  It is now time to begin the expert-
mandated processes connected to an intentional lesson closure. 

Everybody, all together: 
Let’s review what we’ve learned today.

*In recent years confused parents have begun to argue that with each year of reform their children seem to be 
learning less and less; this is not actually hard to explain.  Between a growing number of days mandated not only for 
testing, but for a non-student-contact teacher retraining and development, and the multiple, time-consuming 
protocols now being forced onto teachers by innovation after innovation – well, thirteen years after the initial 
instigation of NCLB, many teachers are only able to introduce two-thirds to one-half of what they used to be 
allowed to cover.


